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Methods in Enzymology, Volumes 276 and 277: Macro-
molecular Crystallography. CW Carter and RM Sweet,
editors. Academic Press, 1997, Vol. 276 (700 pages, $99.00
hardback, ISBN 0-12-182177-3) and Vol. 277 (664 pages,
$$99.95, hardback, ISBN 0-12-182178-1).
In 1985, Wyckoff, Hirs and Timasheff edited the first two
volumes (114 and 115) of Methods in Enzymology
devoted to, and accordingly entitled, ‘Diffraction Methods
for Biological Macromolecules’. Twelve years and 162
volumes later, these have been succeeded by two new
volumes, 276 (part A) and 277 (part B), edited by two
experts in the field, Charles W Carter and Robert M
Sweet. The present volumes have been given the title
‘Macromolecular Crystallography’. This is, of course, not
the only difference between the old and the new volumes.
First of all, the position of macromolecular crystallography
in the life sciences has evolved from a specialized field in
physics and chemistry to an integral part of molecular
biology. Secondly, an increasing number of students are
able to clone genetic material as easily as they can collect
and process X-ray diffraction data. The methodology has
also evolved, mainly because of technical developments in
Synchrotron sources, detectors, computer power, graphics
and associated software, as well as in genetic engineering.
These improvements in technology are lucidly discussed
by Brian Matthews in the introductory section. Each
section then successively describes the route along the
path towards a structure determination. More than 100
authors and co-authors fill 1280 pages in the two volumes,
exposing the reader to many types of style and presenta-
tion. The scientific level of the two volumes is higher than
that presented in textbooks for undergraduate students; it
is directed more towards graduates and researchers. The
editors and authors have rendered a great service to
macromolecular crystallography by covering most
advances in the field up until the end of 1996. The abun-
dant number of references further increases the value of
these volumes.
Nearly half of the section on phases is written by
Bricogne, who confronts the reader with a great deal of
mathematical technology. Bricogne describes the basic
concepts of the Bayesian statistical viewpoint on structure
determination, as well as many applications in macro-
molecular crystallography. He plays with the mathematics
as would a concert musician with his instrument. This is
difficult reading for the average crystallographer, although
Bricogne does his utmost to explain these concepts as
clearly as possible. Nevertheless, a reader’s non-familiarity
with the mathematics would be a serious handicap.
Early sections in part A are devoted to crystals and instru-
ments. Protein crystal growth is an experimental tech-
nique, still without a firm theoretical basis; however,
Riès-Kautt and Ducruix try to explain the process of
macromolecular crystallization on the basis of simple
physicochemical principles. Carter’s responsive surface
method for optimizing crystal growth, for which empirical-
ness is in a most organized form, is described extensively.
Unfortunately, the crystallographic community has not
picked-up on this method enthusiastically and seems to
prefer Hampton screens.
From a practical point of view, a most important chapter is
that on cryocrystallography, which is illustrated with many
figures. The chapter on the basics and applications of
Synchrotron sources is also interesting, although one
might argue that the crystallographer is more interested in
available beam time and in the intensity and the stability
of the beam produced. The discussion on the most
popular detector, the image plate, is a Japanese affair.
Instruments are hardly mentioned and the Mar Research
instrument not all. Highly efficient detectors lose much of
their value if the data are not recorded or processed in an
intelligent way. The data section is therefore concluded
by chapters on software, followed by data collection strat-
egy. These chapters are highly recommended reading.
The desert of this section is a rather detailed discussion of
the most annoying of all crystal forms — twins. Fortu-
nately, as is revealed, untwinning is sometimes possible.
Multiple isomorphous replacement (MIR) and molecular
replacement as well as multiple wavelength anomalous
diffraction (MAD) techniques are well-covered by several
authors. De la Fortelle and Bricogne contribute with a
description of maximum likelihood based heavy-atom
parameter refinement formalism for MIR and MAD, as
implemented in the SHARP program.
The theoretical and practical aspects of MAD are
described in a number of excellent chapters, although the
provision of figures of the structure factors in the complex
plane would have been helpful to the reader. Molecular
replacement receives a fair share of attention in this
edition. Brünger as well as Tong and Rossmann introduce
the method, each emphasising their own way of solving
the problem.
A number of horizon methods are discussed; however, the
discusssion of centrosymmetric structures could be
missed. In this method, the two enantiomorphs are crys-
tallized together — not an interesting option for the larger
molecules and this method may well stay behind the
horizon forever.
The section on phases is concluded by a subsection on
density modification, phase extension and refinement bias. 
In the section dedicated to modelling, several authors
advertise, often in great detail, the virtues of their model
building program. The contributions of Alwyn Jones (and
his co-authors) are extremely useful for the novice in
model building and refinement practice. They are also a
useful refreshment course for the experienced crystallog-
rapher, although the schoolmaster style of writing may
irritate some readers.
A most important subsection is on refinement — TNT,
X-PLOR, as well as SHELXL and ARP (but not WARP!)
are presented. Maximum likelihood has not yet replaced
the conventional least squares method in these programs.
REFMAC is not mentioned here and is only casually
noted in the CCP4 chapter. Jensen’s contribution is an
interesting read in the sense that an experienced scientist
of the previous generation teaches the members of the
young generation. Bulk solvent correction is mentioned in
five chapters, an unavoidable aspect of a multi-author
volume; the most thorough description is given by Badger.
Two chapters deal with verification: in the first, the free R-
factor is discussed in depth by whom else other than
Brünger; in the second is given the Eisenberg profile
method. I miss here a discussion of stereochemistry checks.
The section on dynamic properties starts with an excellent
and detailed discussion of diffuse scattering, a subject that is
normally avoided by protein crystallographers because it has
hardly any influence on accurate determination of the static
structure and, moreover, it is not easy to measure. It pro-
vides information of the same kind as molecular dynamics
should give us, but agreement between the two techniques
seems to be rather poor. A third field which supplies us with
similar information is NMR spectroscopy and it would have
been of interest to the crystallographic community, if a
comparison of all three methods had been incorporated.
Time-resolved studies are represented by a solid discussion
of the Laue technique, including triggering methods.
The last sections are rather technical software descriptions
of graphical presentations, modelling and databases.
The two volumes should be made available to all macro-
molecular crystallographers and form a 1996 milestone in
the development of the field. In the near future, several
new developments in detectors, in phase determination
and perhaps in crystal growth can be foreseen, and I
expect that updated versions of the present volumes will
be needed sooner than the twelve years that have passed
since the previous edition.
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